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A.L.I. Places in Tokyo Venture Championship 2020 

A.L.I. Technologies Inc. 

 

A.L.I. Technologies Inc. (Main office: Tokyo, Minato-ku; CEO: Daisuke Katano; hereinafter 

A.L.I.) has been awarded a prize in the Tokyo Venture Championship 2020, an annual event 

organized by the Tokyo Unicorn Project steering committee. This competition, backed by 

the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, was held with the aim to support the creation of 

Unicorn Companies that will change the world, expand globally, and become leaders of 

industry in the next generation.  

 

 

A.L.I. was selected through a process of application and secondary screenings as one of the 

finalists from a pool of 158 companies, and placed as a finalist during the event, held on 

December 17. The company will continue to work hard to solve societal issues and develop 

innovative products, and will retain the entrepreneurial spirit.   

 

In recent years, as the potential of drones has become more widely recognized, the number 

of joint research and development partners has dramatically increased and A.L.I. has also 



 

succeeded in expanding the use-cases and target areas of their drone solutions by creating a 

network of skilled pilots that spans the length of Japan. Additionally, the company is also 

making preparations for the launch of XTURISMO®, the world’s first commercially available 

hoverbike.   

 

 

 

 

There are various issues that arise from being limited to the ground, such as the cost of 

construction and maintenance of infrastructure, lengthy travel times, and the destruction of 

the environment. In the midst of the calls for a more sustainable society, A.L.I. will continue 

to utilize their technology, knowledge, and expertise to transform society from the sky down.    

 

 

■Competition Overview 

Tokyo Venture Championship 2020 

http://rockinghorse2013.co.jp/event2020/ 

 

＜Overview of A.L.I.＞ 

A.L.I. is a drone technology and AI business that develops business solutions for a wide range 

of industries. Such solutions include AI equipped drones, a computing power sharing service 

that boasts an autonomous distributed processing system, and the world’s first practical 

hoverbike.  

A.L.I. will continue to innovate by developing products that creatively utilize technologies 

such as drone, blockchain, and AI. 

 

Official site： https://ali.jp/ 

For any inquiries, please contact： info@ali.jp  (PR Unit） 

*A.L.I. Number-One *Hoverbike「XTURISMO®」 

Exhibited at the Tokyo Motor Show 2019 
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